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Peace On Earth 

~ The Scripture tells us to npursue peace• - and mankind 

has since the beginning of time condemned the horrors of war. 

I; If di_::ord and !.trif") :!!:s and the threa~ ~wars have 

persisted throughout history, it is perhaps as St. Augustine 

~: ''that men make war not because they love peace the less, 

,. 
but rather because they love their own kind of peace the more. 

~Yet men of peace of every kind and every land remember well --- -__. -
the year 1963. For in that fateful year a venerable apostle -.... 
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of peace left our world} leaving behind a legacy which will 

endure for years to come.~Generations of men-- young and old 

alike -- will remember the final testament of that gentle 

peasant Pope, :.?pe ~~h? XXI!,!..J the encyclical Pacem in Terris' 

in which he left to men of all faiths, :t • • holding many 
r me 

concepts of peace, an outline for peace ••••• which 

can be accepted by all~n of goodwill. 

~ And/ if our generation can heed the parting plea of the 

man whose work we honor at this Conference, generations yet 

to come may hope to live in a world where~in the words of the 

late President Kennedy lfrthe strong are ju~t, the weak secure 
) 

and the peace preserved.fl 

It is a privilege and an honor to participate in this 

Conference dedicated to exploring the meaning and the message 

of Pacem in Terris. It is particularly fitting that this convoca-

' Cooperation Year.-. 
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PI( _ ill-. !1... 
The encyclicai"F;hn~III ~to the world 

a public philosophy for a nuclear era. Comprehensive in 

scope, his message expmmded a political philosophy govertting 

relations between the individual and the state,~ £7 

betwee~ates, and r k b' s between an individual state 

- A df ---------------------------------. .. 

and the world organizations~ 

philosophy in his 

the world) concentrating now on relations between~:tes 

and the role of the world community, 

i. This encyclical represents not a u!?gian blueprint 
~ -

for world peace
1 

presupposing a sudden change in the nature 

of rnan1t Rath,!.r \ it represents a call to action to leaders -

7 
( 
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of nations, presupposing only a gradual change in human 

institutions .~It is not confined to elaborating the 

abstract virtues of peace but looks to the building of a 

world community governed by institutions capable of -
preserving peace. 

~ The Pope outlined principles which can guide the 

~ 
actions of all men regardless of color, creed or 

political affiliation -- but it is~ statesme .... "f<.t ~-
.~~ 
.--~de how these principles are to be applied. The 

challenge to this Conference is to provid"!-=.esmen~/IM-... ,. ,.. 

"1tsfurther guidelines for applying the philosophy of 

Pacem in Terris to the ]!J'.t'Oblems confronting our ~rld a , 

/ T u•nJsil A ~ liM•• •• M:1 cab 1W.f ••uuhs pt:inui:plllil; *a She 

~th 2 7 !LiSiiS lsslm••• a$ates ppd te tbpbs ti • uu•ld 

._ ..... $~Pope John's preoccupation-- and our preoccupation 

today -- is with an amelioration of international trl1f• P <2f" 



e;istenc~ of modern nuclear weapons • The leaders of the 

world must understand - as he understood - that since that 

ai.~::L 
day at Alamo~~ when man acquired the power to obliterate 

himself from the face of the eart~ war has worn a new face . 1 

( And the vi:ion o~t i;!!er.r all:n. Jt-demandl6i) of t)lem 

a keener perception of mutual interests and a higher order 

of responsibility • Under these conditions mankind must 

concentrate on the problems that unite us rather than on 

those which divide us • 

of war and peace 

are the concern of -
responsibility than others .- cannot ignore the implications 

for the survival of mankind of new discoveries in technology• . . --- " 
~gy, nuclear physics and space . ~In 1his n~lear aje the 

deliberate initiation of full-scale war as an instrument of 

national policy has become folly ~~I'UI~~~.,, 
1\ 



~~ .t..w_w .... ~-w&,..,.uww.JA 
cr tkWM 

is's' '¥Aa means to protec~nati_onal interests1 ~ 

~~ assure the death of a nation, the decimation 

of a continent. 

~ Nuclear power has placed into the hands of men the 

power to destroy all that man has created., 9 7; ~esponsible 

statesmen.- u,,;'$1 W·a that perseverfVlce in the pursuit 

of peace is not cowardice, but courage•' ~1{estraint in - ---
the use of force# is not weakness! but wisdom,l- OJI t 

~ The confrontation between the United States and the 

Soviet Union over Cuba in the autumn of 1962 undoubtedly 

weighed heavily in the Pope's thinking and lent urgency to his 

concern to halt the nuclear arms race. Addressing the 

leaders of the world, he stated: 

UJustice, right, reason, and humanity urgently 

• 
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demand that the arms race should cease; that the 

stockpiles which exist in various countries 
..,. --
should be reduced equally and sirnul taneously by 

the parties concerned; that nuclear weapons should 

be banned; and that a general agreement should 

eventually be reached about progressive disarmament 

and an effective method of control.ft 

A few months later, President Kennedy demonstrated 

the US commitment to the goal of peace. In a speech at _,. 

American University in June of 1963, he called for renewed 

efforts toward a "more practical, more attainable peace 

based not on a sudden revolution in human nature but on a 

gradual evolution in human institutions -- on a series of 

concrete actions and effective agreements which are in the 



7 
' 
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interest of all concerned.& 

The leaders of the Soviet Union responded favorably. ,. ~ . :.lii.-.•••• ... a•sllla• ; J he u.s. and Soviet g.a~ts signed a 
4 

treaty banning nuclear tests in the a'bnosphere, in outer 

space and under water. This treaty won respect throughout ---
nations who signed it.<(It has inspired 

hope for the future of mankind on this planet. And 1 
7 a s 

will recall that the man who first proposed --
a test ban treaty \• 1 •A in 1956 -- and who shares in the 

~----------------------~---
credit for its accomplishment -- is the United States 

Representative to the United Nations, Ambassador Adlai E. 

Stevenson. 

~The nuclear test ban was the first step in the path 

toward a more enduring peace. ''The longest journey begins 

with a single step," President Johnson has said -- and that 
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single step has been taken. 

Other steps have followed. 

L We have resolved not to station weapons of,:::: 

destruction in space. A United Nations resolution, jointly -
sponsored by the United States and the Soviet Union, called 

on all countr.i. es to refrain from such action. It was 

adopted by acclamation ,~-w~• -- - -.. ~ ______ .,...... __ _ 

~This was a vital step toward preventing the extension 

of the arms race into outer space. 

~This year the United States is cutting back on the 

production of fissionable materials. Great Britain and the 

Soviet Union have announced cutbacks in their planned pro-
tr 1 w 

duction of fissionable materials for use in weapons~ ~ 

&t.M' t 'I & &a 2 2 !! ,,, P# ., 'J' 521 ltfl8'!'? 

~ ~The need for irntant communication between the 
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United States and the Soviet Union -- to avoid the mis--
calculation which might lead to nuclear war -- was proven -
during tre Cuban missile crisis.~Since that time, we have 

established a "hot line" between Washington and Moscow to . ... 

avoid such miscalculation . 

L The agenda for the future remains long,_ ~·e 

~:;l:;~;. ~$l!t,$"" 
measures designed to prevent war by miscalculation or -
accident. 

~We must seek agreements to obtain safeguards against 

surprise attacks, including a network of selected observation 

points.~e must seek to restrict the nuclear arms race by 

preventing the transfer of nuclear weapons to the control 

of non-nuclear nation} by transferring fissionable materials 

from military to peaceful purposes, and by outlawing under-

ground testsJ with adequate inspection and enforcement 4' 
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l( The United States has offered a freeze on the production 

of aircraft and missiles used for delivering nuclear 

- 11 -

weapons. Such a freeze might open the door to reductions 

in nuclear strategic delivery vehicles. 

undone, no mile untraveled, to further the pursuit of peace., 
-...,..:::r 

L 'E,.IIIIl?~g-.liill·~t~~=;.=g==~l~l~~~-~-- must recognize that the 

next major step in controlling the nuclear arms race ~ 

requir~s to look beyond the narrow U.S . -Soviet - - ~ 
competition of the pas~ .... l he explosion of a nuclear 

device by Communist China in 196~ has impressed upon us 
----. 

once again that the world of today is no longer the 
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~ bi-polar world of an earlier decade ., ~ 

is no longer limited to two super-powers . 

~The efforts of the United States and Europe to enable 

the nations of Europe to have a greater share in nuclear 

defense policy -- without encouraging the development of 

independent national nuclear deterrents -- constitute a 

recognition of this. 

addition to Europ~ we now have the problem of 

finding ways of preventing the further proliferation of 

nuclear weapons in Asia, Latin America, Africa and the 
• 

Middle East. 

~With the explosion of the Chinese nuclear device 

several months agoJt - and the prospect of others to follow --

it may be that the most immediate "next step" in controlling 

the nuclear arms race is the prevention of further 

proliferation of nuclear weapons in Ai1ae> -
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evident determination of the present 

Communist government of Mainland China to use . limited 

nuclear capability .. for maximum political 

and propaganda benefi~ it is not surprising that other 

modern Asian nations are tempted to build their own nuclear 
- af"'l 

But the nations on the perimeter of Communist 

.--..M~M~71i~ii~illli(ll__. Pr:Sident Johnson has "(it -
"The nations that do not seek national nuclear weapons 

can be sure that if they need our strong support against 

some threat of nuclear blackmail, then they will have it." 
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~~ If the need for preventing the proliferation of 

nuclear weapons is more immediate in ~ today~ it is no -
less important in Latin America, Africa and the Near East. 

~........... 1 

~All of these areas are r~e for regional arms pacts which 

would prevent these countries from developing nuclear 

weapons. Nuclear weapons would serve no useful purpose in 

preserving their security. The introduction of these 

weapons would provoke a rivalry that would imperil the peace 
... 4 

of Latin America and Africa and intensify the present rivalrres 
... < • - • ·•·• 

in the Near East~It would endanger the precarious economies 

of countries which already possess military forces · too large 

for their security needs and too expensive to be maintained 

without outside assistance • 
c • 

~Such nuclear arms control agreements should naturally 

be initiated by the nations of the area. In Latin America
1 

such an agreement has already been proposed• Should the 
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nations of Latin America 1 _- Africa and the Near East , . . 
through their own institutions or through the United 

Nations, take the initiative in establishing nuclear free 

zones, they will earn the appreciation of all nations
1

41t 

Containment in these areas would represent a 

major step toward world peace• 

II. 

~ If nuclear rivalry is an obstacle to peace today, 

it is not the only one 1 

~ In Pacem in Terris John XXIII returned to a theme 

~F.~ 
he had discussed in Mater et Mag1stra when he stated : 

~Given the growing interdependence among peoples of the ---
earth, it is not possible to preserve lasting peace if -
glaring economic inequality among them persists .ll J f 

control of nuclear weapons is a central issue in improving 

relations between East and Wes~ accelerating the economic 
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development of new nations is essential to harmony between 

North and South • 

.(' In Latin America, in Asia and Africa, another threat 

to peace lies in the shocking inequality between privileged 

and impoverished, between glittering capitals and festering 

slums, between booming industrial regions and primitbve 

rural areas.~ real threat to peace in these areas i s the 

revolutionary challenge of an unjust social order in which 

true peace -- peace based on justice -- is impossible~ 
w 

I(' Those who have been "more blessed with this world's 

goods" must heed the Pope's plea to assist "those political 
-' --
communities whose citiz@ns suffer from poverty, misery a~ ... 
hunger and Who lack even the elementary rights of the human 

pers9,r;J..Ie 

~ We must do this out of comnassion -- for we are our ~ ., ,;; .. 
brother ' s keeper J And we also do it out of self-interest A-:::: 
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IAM•Il? -- for our lot is their lot, our future their =-
f~e, our peace their peace~This planet is simply too 

small for the insulation of the rich against turbulence . - . -
bred of injustice in any part of the world. 

~The flow of foreign aid -- both capital and technical 

assistance -- is indispensable to the narrowing of the gap 

between rich nations and poo~ Much has been done by 

individual nations and by international organization1 

"But more must be done -- both through foreign aid and by 

enlarging their opportunities for trade -- to assist those 

developing nations which are striving to bring to their 
n a mms 

people the economic and social benefits of modern 

civilization1~The exact ~ensio~ of the task and the 

most effective way of fulfilling it are questions which 

deserve '- attention 

t, If the arms race is 

by the United Nations• 

a strain on the economy of rich 
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nations, it is an intolerable burden on that of poor na:ion~ 

~ For developing nations with a rapidly expanding population, 

primitive economic institutions, and little capital develop-

ment, participation in • tr<' I • arms race is indefensible;. 
w 

~ A pioneer statesman of the nuclem/er~ the late 

Senator Brien McMahon, proposed almost two decades ago 

that resources diverted from the arms race could be set 

aside to meet the unmet social and economic needs of 

- His counsel remains valid todayaa mankind. 

III 

) The man whom we honor today -- like his predecessors 

~=-~~- -- recognized that a secure peace depends on a 

stable world convnunity• And a stable world comnunity 

requires a viable international organization. 

~The strengthening of the existing world organization --

the United Nations -- is one of our mosturgent tasks. 
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~ Today we hear voices advocating abandonment of 

the United Nations, withdrawal from the United Nations• 

'They are misguided. They would abandon an imperfect .....,. 
instrument for preserving world peace because they -
dislike our imperfect world~~~andon the U.N. -- or 

to immobilize it through crippling restrictions or 

failure to support it -- would only prove that our 

/,IMIII..~. 
generation has forgotten the lessons o~half a century 

of nationalism and isolationism~Let those who would 

destroy the United Nations recall the international 

anarchy that followed the~ of the League of Nations' --
~ In a nuclear era when a;hy can lead to annihil.atio~ 

the UN deserves the support of all nations -- large and ... 
small, rich and poor , J The heroes of the world community 
~-- -'-.. 
are not those who withdraw when difficulties ensue -- not 

those who can envision neither the prospect of success or --
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the consequence of £ailure -- but those who stand the 
wxnrrmen:r71* & 

heat of the battle -- the fight for world peace through 

the United Nations. 

L I 2 2 I J ~ General Assembly is facing 

a recess while negotiations proceed in search of a solution 

to the present constitutional impasse~ 

~ This is not a happy situation and it raises some 

political and legal problems for the UN's largest . .. 

contributor as I am sure it does for other members • 

There are several things to be roted about this crisis. 

First, the United Nations will continue even though 

the General Assembly has been deadlocked by a refusal of 

certain members to meet their obligations • The Security 

Council is not affected -- nor are the operations of that 

diversified family of affiliated agencies in the UN system. 
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Second, the membership includes nations with 

radically different ideas about the proper role of 

international organizations in world affairs; yet none 

denies they have a role. The argument is not whether the 

General Assembly should continue to function but under 

what ground rules it should carry on • 

Third, the United Nations has expanded rapidly and 

almost continuously for two decades now -- and in the course 

of i} the membership has more than doubled • In the meantim!J 

the world environment in which it operates has undergone 

~;rva:!ve c~anii• Under the circumstances, it would be 

surprising if the Organization did not face some awkward 

adjustments to new realities • 

J It may take time and patience and a high capacity to 

~ --- -
absorb frustration before the General Assembly gets ...... ..... .... 
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back on the track or selects a somewhat different road 

fihead.J..But I am confident we...:=:,t in the hall of ;, ~:.,J 

institution which is in the throes of growing pains -
not in the grip of a fatal disease. 

~ Another aspect of the world organization that requires 

immediate strengthening is the peacekeeping machinery of -
the United Nations.~iven the scope and the scale of 

major power interests and commitments around the world --

we are required to assume that any armed conflict may bear 

within it the seeds of a nuclear disaster. 

~So a workable peace system must be able to resolve 

by non-violent means the kinds of disputes which in the 

past have led to wars -- and to keep disruptive change 

in non-violent channels. 

Here we can begin to see · operat.ID nal a peace 

system must be -- to visualize peacekeeping machinery in 



being and in action. 

L In its most operational and visible form, peace-

keeping in action is an armed patrol of1soldiers if 

peac~ in blue berets -- standing between warring 

~ 
ethnic groups in Cyprus ••• men who patrol the Gaza Strip 

twenty-four hours a day for the eighth year running ••• 

those who .i·•••• repair breaches of thJpeace along 

the other frontiers of Israel ••• others who still stand 

watch along the fJ£:_year-old truce line in Kashmir ••• 

and still others who keep ~ the armistice line 

along the Thirty-eighth Parallel in Korea, 



~~ ................. ~4--._ 

" These :=s of operational p._e_a_c....,e.._: ... :-r:-~;~=~"""c""'::"'"i ... n .. e'""r•v-.._ __ 

were in place and in action ,~ ............ ~£ this morning and 
- < .. -

they will be there when we go to bed tonight because there -"" 
~ an international organization to deal with threats to 

the pea~ because there ~ established rules and procedu:es 

for conducting the business of peacekeeping; because there ~ 

• • a way to finance peacekeeping mission;; and because 

members made available personnel and equipment and transport 

and other goods and services ~ 

much much more than 

keeping an uneasy truce: it is the Security Council and the 

G:neral Asse~a and tiE Secretaria,4t is confer;:;;e 

machinery and voting procedures and Resolutions and 
.... ? -

assessments·~it is a mission of inquiry or observation --

' < • 
and a single civilian moving anonymouslY from private 

meeting to private m55ting on a conciliation assignment• 
- "R • · ~. 
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~ Peacekeeping machinery is organization -- plus 

people and resources -- designed and operated to sustain 
• •• 
a secure world order. 

~ What we have so far is rudimentary -- even primitive 

machinery . It is not as extensive as it should be. It is . . ---
not as versatile as it should be . It is not as reliable as 

it should be . 

L. But it is machinery, - It has proved to be workable 

in practice when enough members in practice wanted it to work• 

.(' Clearly one of the requirements of a workable peace 

system is to supplemen) ~ complement and improve the 

gpg ' · 31 peacekeeping machinery of the United Nations. 

~ Eventually we would ~e that this machinery UAould 

be in a position to seek the peaceful resolution of disputes 

and incipient conflicts -- ideally by quiet conciliation --

if need ~ by verbal confrontation before the bar of world 
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opinion - and in extremis by placing whatever kind of 

peacekeeping force is needed in a position between anta= 
gonists -- so that no sovereignty is without potential 

international protection and no nation need call upon other 

nations to help protect them from predatory neighbors• 

~Today we recognize that this is not possible. 

~The case of Vietnam is an example. 

In 1954 the Geneva accords were ratified guaranteeing 

the independent status of South Vietnam. Today in Vietnam 

that freedom is endangered by the systematic attempt of 

foreign backed subversives to win control of the countryJ 

~Today peace in Southeast Asia can be obtained if the 

violators will cease their aggression. 

return to the essentials of the Geneva accords of 1954. We 

will resist aggression. We will be faithful to a friend. 
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~ We seek no wider war. We seek no dominion. Our goal in 

Southeast Asia is today what it was in 1954 -- what it was 

in 1962. Our goal is peace and freedom for the people of 

Vietnam. 

An essential step for the strengthening of peacekeeping 

is the establishment of a flexible troop call-up system for 

future emergencies. The U.N. cannot do its peacekeeping job 

if there are long delays in getting its forces to world 

---- .. ~--
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trouble spots. 

~The Secretary General ' s request that members maintain 

special U.N. peacekeeping contingents deserves the support 

of al~ and I rejoice that some members have alread y 

responded -- Canada , the Scandinavian countries, the -
Netherlands , and Iran . 

~ The u. S. will assist in this strengthening of the 

train and equip con-

tingents for u. N. use -- by 

transporting these units when necessary -- and by paying 

share of the cost of peacekeeping operations . 

i.. we hope others will do the same a 

~ It i ;l of cours~ the smaller countries which stand in 

the greatest need of international protect!fn• But the 
Q F UtiJiiMo -1!1" I 

great powers have an equal interest in effective peacekeeping 
I _, 

machinery . -
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investment 

in u. N. Peacekeeping is one of the best we can make • 

~ we do not aspire to any Pax Americana . we have no 

desire to play the role of global gendarme . Although 

we shall honor our commitments to assist friendly nations 

in preserving their freedo~ we have no desire to inter-

ject American troops into explosive local disputes . 

~ But disputes do occur; and if hostilities are to be 

ended and the peace preserved , there must be some outside 

force a vailable to intervene. In many cases -- though not 

in all -- a stable professional u. N. force can play that 

role . 

~Therefor) both the large powers and the small powers 
fts 
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have a common interest -- if for different reasons -- in 

effective international peacekeeping machinery• 

.(' This is why the current impasse in the General Assembly --

and the consequent paralysis in its ability to rise to an 

emergency if need be -- is to be so deeply regretted., 

IV 

~ I have dwelt briefly this evening on but three of the 

foremost problems of peace -- nuclear competition~ the gap 

between rich nations and poor~ and the need for building a 

world community through the United Nations.~n this Conference 

you will explore others. 

A year ago in addressing the United Nations~ President 

Johnson stated: "All that we have built in the wealth of nation)' 

and all that we plan to do toward a better life for all, will 

be in vain if our feet should sl~ or our vision falteJ' and 

our hopes ended in another world-wide war• If there is one 
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commitment more than any other that I would like to leave 

with you todayJ it is my unswerving commitment to the keeping 

and to the strengthening of the peace1tl 

weakened. 

commitment to strengthening the peace has not -
We seek a just and lasting peace -- a peace that 

is more than a pause between wars . But our knowledge of our-

selves tells us that we can expect no sudden epidemic of 

peace, that we have far to go before the "greatness of our 

institutions" matches the "grandeur of our intentions".p:. 

pursuit of peace is a 1 process - ~-~I 
~Peace is too important to be the exclusive concern 

of the great powers. It requires the attention of all --

small nations and large, old nations and new. --
~The pursuit of peace resembles the building of a great 

cathedral . It is the work of generations . In concept it ._. 
requires a master a;;~i~e:;; in execution, the l~ors of many. 
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The pursuit of peace requires time -- but we must use 

time as a tool and not as a couch. We must be prepared to -
profit from the vision of peace left by great men who came 

U£ 1 -- u --

our way. 

1. We honor :,ope John lQ(I,lJ •••s .. 'llll, li·---••.-rJll not because 

he demonstrated that perfect peace can be achieved in a 

aiD( time • We honor him because he raised our hopes and 
• 

exalted our vision . 

/..,He realized that the hopes and expectations aroused 
~-':- "' ... . ..,. 

could not all be satisfied in the immediate future . What 

can be accomplished in a limited t~e will always fall short -
of expectations . 

L This should ;,ot d!!;::::;;,g; us. What is important is 

that we be prepared to give some evidence that progress 

toward peace is being made, that some of the unsolved problems 
L..·- ,, -

of peace can be met in the future . 

~his is the vision which Pope J 0hn left us in his 
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encyclical Pacem in Terris. 

"Without vision the people perish~" ::MJ~ taJG ::=•:7g~ . 

It is the duty of our generation to convert this vision 

of peace into reality . l 
7 b 
r a ' 
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Peace on Earth 

The Scripture. tells us to "Pursue peace" - and mankind has . sfu~e the 
' ' . 

beginning of time condemned the horrors of war. If discord and strife, wars 

and the threat of wars have persisted throughout history • it is perhaps as 

St. Augustine says: that men make war not because they love peace the less, 

but rather because they love their own kind of peace the more. Yet men 

of peace of every kind·and every land remember well the year 1963. For 

in that fateful year a venerable apostle of peace left our world, leaving 

behind a legacy which will endure for years to come. Generations of men --

young and old alike -- will remember the final testament of that gentle pea~ 

sant Pope, Pope John XXIII, the encyclical Pacem in Terris. in which he 

left to men of all faiths, to men holding many concepts of peace, an 

outline. for peace in our world which can be accepted by all men of good 

will. 

And if our generation can heed the parting plea of the man whose 

work we honor at this Conference, generations yet to come may hope to 

live in a world where in the words of the late President Kennedy "the 

strang are just, the weak secure and the peace preserved." 

It is a privilege and an honor to participate in this Conference 

dedicated to exploring the ne aning and the message of Pacem in Terris. 

It is particularly fitting that this convocation meet at the beginning 

of International Cooperation Year. I am confident that your deliberations 

here will advance our world along the road to "peace on eart~' as 

described by Pope John. 

The encyclical John XXIII presented to the world was a public philosophy 

for a nuclear era. Comprehensive in scope, his message expounded a po-

litical philosophy governing relations between the individual and the 

state, relations between states, and relations between an individual 

state and the world organizations. 
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Pacem in Terris continues and completes the social philosophy which 

the Pope had begun a year earlier in his. encyclical Mater et Magistra, 

in which he elaborated the principles of .social justice which s~ould guide 

the social order_ In Pacem in Terris he extended this philosophy to the 

world, concentrating now on relations between states and the role of the 

world community. 

This encyclical represents not a utopian blueprint for world 

peace, presupposing a sudden change in the nature of men. Rather, it 

represents a call to action to le.aders of nations, presupposing only a 

gradual change in human institutions. It is not confined to elaborating 

the abstract virtues of peace but looks to the building of a world community 

governed by institutions capable of preserving peace. 

The Pope outlined principles which can guide the actions of men --

all men regardless of color, creed or political affiliation -- but it is up 

to statesmen to decide how these principles are to be applied. The 

challenge to this Conference is to provide statesmen with further 

guidelines for applying the philosophy of Pacem in Terris to the problems 

confronting our world in 1955. 

I would like to direct my remarks principally to the questions of 

!'elations between states and to that of a world community. Pope John's 

preoccupation -- and our preoccupation today -- is with an amelioration of 

international relations in the light of the dangers to mankind posed 

by the existence of modern nuclear weapons. The leaders of the world 

must understand -- as he understood -- that since that day at Alamogordo 

when man acquired the power to obliterate himself from the face of the earth, 

war has worn a new face. And the vision of it has sobered all men and 

demanded of them a keener perception of mutual interests and a higher order 

of responsibility. Under these conditions mankind must concentrate on 

the problems that unite us rather than on those which divide us. 

Pope John proclaimed that : the issues of war and peace are the 

Qoncern of all. Statesmen -- who bear a heavier responsibility than others 

-- cannot ignore the implications for the survival of mank&nd of new 

· d:i.s~ov-er:l.es :in tedmology, biology, nuclear physics and space. In this nu

clear age the deliberate initiation of full-scale war as an instrument of 

na't.ion.al. pnlicy has become folly. 
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Originally a means to protect nat~nal interests,: war today can . • s . . 

assure the death of a nation, the decimation of a cop1;inent • .. . 

Nuclear power has placed into the hands of me~ _the_ power to destroy 
':" ,,• . all that man has created. Only responsible state.~_men -- who perceive that 

perseverance in the pursuit of peace is not cowardice, but courage, that 

restraint in the use of forces is not we~ess, but wisdom -~ can prevent 

present interna~ional rivalries ~rom leading to an incinerated world. 

The confrontation between the United States and the Soviet Union _ 

over Cuba in the autumn of 1962 undoubtedly weighed heavily in the : . . 

Pope's thinking and lent urgency to his concern to halt the rmclear arms . .· .. ~ . 
~ ·. ' . 

race. Addressing the leaders of t;he world, he stated.: . . - .. ' . 
"Justice, right, reason, and humanity urgentl,y ~emand that the arms race should ce·as'e; that the stockpiles which exist in·· various c'ountrJ.eS 

:-should. be-~redooed equally · and simuJ..1:aileoU.sly by ._1:he . _p~ties con':"' cerned; that nuclear weapons should -be banned; and that a general 
agreement should event:ually be reach~d about progres-sive disarmament 
and an effective method of control." -~ 

This plea had special pertinence for the leaders of the United 

States and the Soviet Union, the principal nuclear powers. 

A few months later, President Kennedy' demonstrated the US commit

ment to the goal of peace. In a speech at American University in June 

of 1953, he called for renewed efforts toward a "more practical, more 

attainable peace -- based not on a sudden revolution in human nature but 

on a gradual evolution in human institutions -- on a series of concrete 

actions and effective agreements which are in the interest of all con-

cerned." 

The leaders of the 'soviet Union responded £avorably. In October 

1963, the u.s. and Soviet governments signed a treaty banning nuclear 

tests in the atmosphere, in outer space and under water. This treaty 

won respect throughout the world for the United States and t;he ·soviet 

Union -- indeed for ali nations who signed it. It has inspired hope for 

the future of mankind on this planet. And members of this audience will 

recall that the man who first proposed a test ban treaty way ·back in 

l 9S6 -- and who shares in the credit for its accomplishment -- is the 

United States Representative to the United Nations, Ambassador Adlai E. 

Stevenson. 

The nuclear test ban was the first step in the ·path -toward a more 

enduring peace.. '1 The longest journey b~ins with a single step,11 

(MORE) 



President Johnson has said -- and that single_ s.~ep . has b~en taken. 

Other steps have followed. 

w~ have resolved not to station weap6ns of mass destruction in 

space. A United Nation~ resolution, jointly sponsored ~ the United States 

and the Soviet Uni:on, called on all countries to refrain . from such action. 

It was adopted by acclamation -- wit~o~t a single dissen~ing vote. 

This was a vital step toward preventing the extension of the arms 
;. . 

race into outer space • 
. . .:. 

This year the United States is cutting back on the production of 

fissionable materials. Great Britain and the Soviet Union have announced 

cutbacks in their planned production of fissionable materials for use in 

weapons. As President Johnson has stated, the race .for large nuclear stock

piles can be provocative as well as wasteful. 

The need for instant communication between the United States and the 

Soviet Union -- to avoid the miscalculation which might lead to nuclear 

war -- was proven during the Cuban missile crisis. Since that time, we 

have established a "hot lin~' between Washington and Moscow to avoid 

such miscalculation. . 

The agenda for the future remains long. Among the measures needed 

to limit the dangers of the nuclear age are measures designed to pre

vent war by miscalculation or accident. 

We must seek agreements to ·obtain safeguards against surprise attacks, 

including a network of ·selected observation points. We must seek to 

restrict the nuclear arms race by preventing the transfer of nuclear 

weapons to the control of non-nuclear nations; transferring fissionable 

materials from military to peaceful purposes, and by outlawing underground 

tests, with adequate inspection and enforcement. The United States has 

offered a freeze on the production of aircraft and missiles used for 

delivering nuclear weapons. Such a freeze might open the door to reductions 

in nuclear strategic delivery vehicles. 

It is the intention of the United States Government to pursue every 

·- reasonable · avenut · toward agreement with the Soviet . Union in limiting the 

nuclear arms race. And the President has made it clear that he will 

leave no thing undone, no mile \Dltraveled tQ .further the pursuit of 

peace. . ' 

(MORE) 
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Today in the year 1965 we must ·re66gnize thcit . the riext major step in 

controlling the nuclear arms race may require us to look beyond the narrow. 

U.So - Soviet competition to the past. For the explosion of a ·nuclear 

device by Communist China in 196~ has impressed upon us once again 

that the world of today is no · longer the bi-p~lar world of an earlier decade. 

Nuclear competition is no longer limited to twb super-powers. 

The efforts of the United States and Etirbpe to enable the nations 

of Europe to have a greater share in nuciear defense policy -- without 

encouraging ~ the develt6pment of independent · national nuclear deterrents 

constitute a recognition of this~ · 

In addition to Europe, we now have the problem of finding ways of 

preventing the further proliferation· of nuclear weapons in Asia, Latin 

America, Africa and the Middle East. 

With the explosion of the Chinese nuclear device several months ago -

and the prospect of others to follow -- it may be that the most immediate 

"next steF' in controlling the nuclear arms race is the prevention of 

further proliferation of nuclear weapons in Asia. 

In view of the evident determination of the present Communist govern

ment of Mainland China to use its limited nucle'ar capability it hopes to 

develop for maximum political and propaganda benefit. it is not surprising 

that other modern Asian nations are tempted to build their own nuclear 

deterrent. 

But the nations on the per:Uneter of Communist China are not alone·. 

As President Johnson has stated, 11 The nations that do not seek national 

nuclear weapons can be sure that if they need our strong support against 

some threat of nuclear blackmail, then they will have it.n 

If the need for preventing the proliferation of nuclear weapons is 

more immediate in Asia today, it is no less important in Latin America, 

Africa and the Near East. All of these areas are ripe for regional arms 

pacts which would prevent these countries from developing nuclear weapons~ 

Nuclear weapons would serve no usefui purpose in preserving their security. 

The introduction of these weapons would provoke a rivalry that would 

imperil the peace of Latin America 'and Africa and intensify the present 

rivalries in the Near East. It would endanger the precarious economies 

of countries which a]_r~ady possess m:il itary forces too J ax•ge for their 

(MORE) 
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security needs and too experisive to be maintained without .outside 

assistance. 

Such nuclear arms control agreements should natur8lly be initiated by 

the nations of the area. In Latin America, such an agreement has already 

been proposed. Should the nations of Latin America, of Africa and the 

Near East through their own institutions or through the United Nations, 

take the initiative in establishing : nuclear free ·zones, they will earn 

i:he appreciation of ·all nations of the world. Containment -in these areas 

would represent a major step toward world peace. . . ·, . 

If nuclear rivalry is an obstacle to peace today, it is not the only 

one. 

In Pacem in Terris John XXIII returned to a ·theme he ·had discussed 

in Mater et Magistra when he stated: "Given the growing interdependence 

among peoples of the earth, it is no:t possible to preserve ···lasting peace 

if glaring economic inequality among them persists." If control of 

nuclear weapons is ·a central issue in improving relations between East 

and West, accelerating the economic deve~opment of new nations is essen~ 

tial to harmony between North and South. 

In Latin America; in Asia and Africa, another threat to peace lies 

in the shocking inequality between privileged and impoverished, ··between 

glittering capitals and festering slums, between booming industrial 

regions and primitive rural areas. A real threat to peace in these 

areas is the revolutionary challenge of an unjust social order in 

~hich true peace -- peace based on justice -- is impossible. 

Those who have been "more blessed with this world's goods1
" must · 

heed the Pope's plea to assist "those political communities whose citizens 

suffer from poverty, . misery and hunger and who lack even the elementary 

rights of the human person." 

We must do this out of compassion-- for we are our brother's 

keeper. And we also do it out of self-interest as well -- for our 

lot is their lot; our future their future, our peace their peace. This 

planet is simply too small for the insul.a:tian of the r-ich against turbulence 

bred of injustice in any part of the world. 

(MORE) 
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the flow of foreign aid -- both capital and technical assistance -is indispensable to the narrowin g of the asp between rich nations and 
poor. Much has been done by individual nations and by international organization. 8ut mot'e must be done •• both thl:Ot\gll foreign aid and by 
e~larg1ng their opportunities for trade·- to assist those developing · nations which are striving to bring to their people ·the economic and social benef!ts of modern civilization. The exact dimensions of the task and the most effective way of fulfilling it are que-stions t~.hich deserve further attention by the United Nations. 

If the arms race is a strain on the economy of rich nations, it is an intolerable burden on that of poor nations. For developing nations with a rapidly expanding population, primitive economic institutions, and little capital development, participation in a nuclear arm8 race is inde -fensible. 

A pioneer statesman of the nuclear era, the late SeDator Brien McMahon, propoBed almost two decades age that resources diverted from 
the arms race could be set aside to meet the uamet social and ~lc needs of mank.in11. Ria counsel remains valid today • 

•III-

The man uhom we hon"Or today -- like his predecessors ·- recogniaed that a secure peace depends on a stable world community. And a stable 
world C<Jmi11Ut\tl:y requires a viable international organization • 

The strengthening of the existing w orld organization -- the United Nations •• is one of our most urgent tasks. 

Today we hear voices advocating abandonment of the United Nations, withdrawal from the United Nations, they are misguided. Tbey would abandon an imperfect instrument for preserving world peace ber~use they dislike our imperfect worldc To abandon the u. N~ •• or to tmmoblilize it through crippling restrictions or failure to support it -- would only prove that our generation had forgotten the J eAaons of half a century of nationalism and isolationism~ Let tho •Se who would destroy the United Nat ions recall the international anarchy that followed the demise of the League of Nations. In a nuclear era when anarcby can lead to annihilation, the United Nations deserves the support of all nations -large and small, rich and poor. The hera~a of the world community are not those who withdraw when difficulties ensue -- not those who can envision neither the proapeet of success nor the consequence of failure but those who stand the heat of the battle •• the fight for world peace through the United Nations. 

As everyone knows, the General Assembly has felt obliged to so into reeeas while negotiations proceed in search of a solution to the 
pr~sent conatitutional tmpasee. 

this is not a happy situation and it raises some political and legal ~robletns for the UN • s largest contributor as l am sure it does for other memberse There are ee~aral things to be noted about this crisis. 
~irst, the United Nations will .' 

continue even though the General Assembly bas been deadlocked by a refusal of certain members to meet their obligations. The Security CouncU is not affected - nor ate the operations of that diversified family of affiliated agencies in tbe UN system~ Se<:onc1~ the membership includes na.-ti.Qll~ with radically different ideas about the proper role of inteTnational oxgani&at~ona in world affairs; yet none denies they have a role. The argument is not whether the General Assembly should continue to fu:Action but under what ground rules it should carry on. 
Th1xc1, the United Nations has eX})andecl rapidly and almost continuously for two decades now·- and in the course of it the membexobip has more than. doubled. In the meantime, the world environment in which it opel:"ates has undergone pervasive change. Un~ar the circumstances, it would be surprising if the Organiaation did not face some awkwar4 adjustments to new realities. 
lt may take t~e and patience and a high capacity to absorb frustration before the ~~ral Assembly gets back on the track or selects a somewhat different road ahead. But I am confident we meet in the hnll of an institution Which is in the thro.ae of grovius '(lalns -- not in the g:-19 of a fatal disease. 
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Another aspect of the world organlzat!on that requires immediate 
strengthening ls the peacekeeping machinery· of the United Nations. - Given 
the scope and the scale of major power interests and oommitments around 
the world -- we are required to assume that any armed conflict may bear 
within it the seeds of a nuclear disaster. 

So a workable peace system must be able to :eBOlve by non•v!ol~t 
means the kinde of disputes which in t~e past have led to wars -- and to 
ke~p disruptive change in non-violent channels. 

Here ·we can begin to see just how operatiODSl a peace system must be 
to visualize peacekeeping machinery in being and in action. 

f < 



In its most operational -~d vi$~le form, peacek~eping in action is an armed patrol of soldiers of. peace in blue berets -- ··standing between warring ethnic groups in Cyprus ••• men who patrol the ·Gaza Strip twentyfour hours a day for the eightzy year rUIU'ling ••• those who jump in to repair breaches of the peace along the other frontiers of Israel ••• others who still stand w·atch along the fliteen ... year-old truce line in -Kashmir ••• and still others who keep tabs on the armistice line along the .38th Parallel in Korea • . 

These units , of operational peacekeeping machinery were in place and in action when we arose this morning and they will be there when we go to bed tonight because there was an international organization to deal with threq.ts to the peace; because there wel'e established rules and procedures for conducting the business of peacekeeping; because there was a way to finance peacekeeping missions; and because members made available personnel and equipment and transport and other goods and services. · 

But the machinery of peace is much more than keepiog ari Uneasy . truce: it is the Security Council and the General Assembly and the Secretariat; it is conference machinery and voting procedures and Resolutions and assessments; it is a mission of inquiry or observation -- and a single civilian moving anonymously from private meeting to private meeting on a cqnciliation assig·nment. · 
Peacekeeping machinery is organization -- plus people and resources designed and operated to sustain a secure world order • ... 

•. 

What we have so far is rudimentary -- even primitive machinery. It is not as extensive as it should be. It is not as versatile as it should be. It is not as reliable as it should bee 

But it is machinery. It has proved to be workable in practice when enough members in .practice wanted it to work. 

Clearly one of the requirements of a workable peace system is to supplement and complement and improve the operational peacekeeping machinery of the United Nations. 

Eventually we would hope that this machinery would be in a position to seek the peaceful resolution of disputes and incipient conflicts -ideally by quiet conciliation -- if need be by verbal confrontatio~ before the bar of world opinion -- and in extremis by placing wha~ever k~nd of peacekeeping force is needed in a position between antagomsts.-- so that no sovereignty is without potential international protect~on and no nation need call upon other nations to help protect them from predatory neighbors. Today we recognize thatfhis is not possible. 
In 195~ the Geneva accords were ratified guaranteeing the independ.ent status of South Vietnam. Today in Vietnam that freedom is endangered by the systematic attempt of foreign backed subversives.to w~ control of the country. Today peace in Southeast Asia can be obta1ned ~f the violators will cease their aggression~-

Our policy is clear. We will continue to seek a return to the essentials of the Geneva accords of 195~ We will resist aggression. We will be faithful to a friend We seek n~ wider war. We seek no dominion. Our goal in Southeast Asia is today what it was in 195~ --what it was _in 1962. Our goal is peace and freedom for the people of Vietnam. 
An essential step for the stl.'ellgtltco>Idng of peaceke_epin~ is the establishment of a flexible troop call - np system for ru.tnr e eme1.·g:uc:~es •. Th'= U.N. cannot do its peacekeerling job :if ·ther E=! a""L·e Jou~ rlelays 10 gett.11tg . ~ts forces to world trouble spots. 

(MORE) 
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The Secretary General's request that members maintain special U.N. 
peacekeeping contingents deserves the support of all, and I rejoice that 
sume members have already responded-- Canada. the Scandinavian countries, 
the Netherlands, and Iran. 

The U.So will assist in this strengthening of the peacekeeping 
capacity by helping to train and ·equip contingents of other nations ear
marked_for U. N. use -- by transporting .these units when necessary -- and by ray~g their fair share of the cost of peacekeeping operations. We 
hope others will do the same. 

It is, of course, the smaller countries which stand in the greatest 
~eed of international protection. But the great powers have an equal 
~terest in effective peacekeeping machinery. 

For a nation like the United States, the investment in U.N. peace
keeping is one of the best we can make. We do not aspire to any Pax 
Americana. We have no desire to play the role of global gendarme. 
Although we shall honor our conunitments to assist friendly nations in 
preserving their freedom, we have no desire to interject American 
troops into explosive local disputes. · 

But disputes do occur; and if hostilities are to be ended and the 
peace preserved, there must be some outside force available to intervene. 
In many cases -- though not in all -- a stable professional U.N. force can 
play that role. 

Therefore both the large powers and the small powers have a common 
interest -- if for different reasons in effective international 
peacekeeping machinery. 

This is why the current impasse in the General Assembly -- and 
the consequent paralysis in its ability to rise to an emergency if need 
be -- is to be so deeply regrettedo 

I have dwelt briefly this evening on but three of the foremost 
problems of peace -- nuclear competition, the gap between rich natio~s 
and poor, and the need for building a world community through the U~tee 
Nations. In this Conference you will explore others. 

A year ago in addressing the United Nations, President Johnson 
stated: "All that we have built in the wealth of nations, and all that 
we plan to do toward a better life for all, will be in vain if our feet . should slip or our vision falter and our hopes ended in another world-w1de 
war. If th~re is one commitment ~ore than any other that I would like 
to leave with you today, it is my unswerving commitment to the keeping 
and to the strengthening of the peace." 

Our commitment to strengthening the peace has not weakened. We seek 
a peace that is more than a pause between wars. But our knowledge of our
selves tells us that we can expect no sudden epidemic of peace, that 
we have far to go before as President Johnson says the "greatness of 
our institutions" matches the "grandeur of our intentions" • The 
pursuit of peace is a gradual process. 

Peace is too important to be the exclusive concern of the great 
powers. It requires the attention of all -- small nations and large, old 
nations and new. 

The pursuit of peace resembles the building of a great cathedr~. It is the work of generations. In concept it requires a master arch~tect; 
in execution, the labors of many. 

The pursuit of peace requires time -- but we must use time as a 
tool and not as a couch. We must be prepared to profit from the vision 
of peace left by great men who came our way. 

(MORE) 
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We honor Pope John XXIII on this occasion not because he demonstrated that perfect peace can be achieved in a short time. We honor him because he raised our hopes and exalted our vision. 
1 He realized that the hopes and expectations aroused could not all be satisfied in the immediate future. What can be accomplished in a limited time will always fall short of expectations. 

This should not discourage us. What is important is that we be prepared to give some evidence that progress toward peace is being made, 
that some of the unsolved problems of peace can be met in the future. 

This is the vision which Pope John left us in his encyclical Pacem 
j_n Terris. 

"Without vision the people perish,n says the Scripture. 

It is the duty of our generation to convert this vision o£ peace into reality. 

61 ~ M,v ~ f~-:MUI l,L 
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PACEM IN TERRIS VICE PRESIDENT SPEECH - UN 

Mr. Hoffman, Mr. President, Distinguished Secretary 

General -by the way I 1 m so happy to see you looking so 

well - and my good friend, the United States Representative 

to the United Nations, Ambassador Adlai Stevenson, Your 

Excellencies and Ladies and Gentlemen .... 

This is a very thrilling moment for me, to speak in 

this great hall, to be permitted to share my thoughts 

with people from many lands, and to be in the presence of 

so many distinguished citizens of not only this country, 

but others, and noted Diplomats; what a rare opportunity 

for anyone. 

Tonight I am privileged to open your discussions, 

and I am sure that you know that ~will only be possible 

for me to scan the great agenda that is before you, to 

offer a few thoughts, none of which , I am confident, are 

new, but some which possibly need restating. 

I note that the pursuit of peace is still a worthy 

occupation and one that gains the support and the 

attention of many, many people. This, the General 

Assembly Hall of the United Nations is still tonight 
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filled with people who would give their life .. their 

lives .. for peace; men and women of honor and of 

courage, and to be in such company is an inspiration. 

The scriptures tell .us to pursue peace and mankind has, 

since the beginning of time, been engaged in that 

pursuit and has condemned the horrors of war. If 

discord and strife, wars , threat of wars have persisted 

throughout history it is, perhaps, as St. Augustine said 

that "men make war not because they love peace the less, 

but rather because they love their own kind of peace the 

more." Yet men of peace of every kind and of every 

land remember well the year 1963, for in that fateful 

year a venerable apostle of peace left our world , leaving 

behind a legacy which would endure for years to come. 

Generations of men and women , young and old, will remember 

the final testament of that gentle, peasant Pope, Pope 

John XXIII, the encyclical Pacem In Terris, in which he 

left to all men of all faiths, holding many concepts of 

peace, an outline for peace, which can, I truly believe, 

be accepted by all men of goodwill. And, if our 

generation can heed the parting plea of the man whose 

work we honor at this Conference, generations yet to come 

may hope to live in a world where , in the words of the 

late, beloved President Kennedy, "the strong are just, 
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the weak secure, and the peace preserved." 

I can't help but think, my good friends, what a 

decade we've lived through, and the great names of this 

decade are, in the main, the names of peacemakers. 

The late and beloved Dag Hammarskj6ld, that lady that 

captivated the hearts of humanity throughout the world, 

Eleanor Roosevelt, that young , brilliant , courageous 

President of this country, John Kennedy, that distinguished 

leader of a great nation, Prime Mini~ter Nehru , and Pope 

John and others. These names and others stand before 

us as the apostles of peace of our time. Now, if our 

generation will remember this, and remember these names 

and their works, then possibly peace on earth will be 

more than a phrase and a dream - it can become a reality. 

It ' s a privilege and a high honor to participate in 

this Conference, dedicated to exploring the meaning and 

the message of Pacem In Te rris. It is particularly 

fitting that this Convocation meet at the beginning of 

the International Cooperation Year , so dedicated by the 

United Nations, and I must say that the hope and the 

promise of this year should be realized. 

The Encyclical of Pope John XXIII gave to the world 

a public philosophy on peace for a nuclear era ; comprehensive 
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in scope his message expounded a political philosophy 

governing relations between the individuals and the State , 

between the Nations or the States themselves , and between 

the individual State and the world organization. Pacem 

In Terris continues and completes the social philosophy 

which the beloved Pope had outlined a year earlier and in 

his Encyclical , Mater Et Magister. Therein he elaborated 

the principles of justice which should guide the social 

order within the State. In Pacem In Terris he extended 

this philosophy to the world , concentrating now on the 

relations between the States and the role of the world 

community. 

This Encyclical represents not a Utopian blueprint 

for world peace , presupposing a sudden change in the 

nature of man. Rather it represents a call to action 

to the leaders of nations , presupposing only a gradual 

change in human institutions . Nor is it c onfined to 

elaborating the abstract virtues of peace , but looks to 

the building of a world community , governed by institutions 

capable of preserving peace . The Pope outlined principles 

which can guide actions of all men regardless of race or c o lor , 

creed or political affiliation . But it is the Statesma~ 

yes , those of us who are called the Leaders , who must decide 

how these principles are to be applied. Thus the challenge 
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to this Conference is to provide to our Statesmen and 

our Leaders further guidelines for applying the philosophy 

of Pacem In Terris to the problems confronting our world. 

I know I don ' t need to encourage you to be candid and 

objective, to thin]< freely and to discuss fully these 

many complicated matters, but now, if ever, you have a 

supreme responsibility to do so. 

Pope John ' s preoccupation, and our preoccupation 

today is with the lessening , the amelioration of 

international tensions, many of which created and 

aggravated by the existence of modern nuclear weapons. 

The Leaders of the world must understand, as he under

stood , that since that day at Alamogordo, when man 

acquired the pov-1er to obliterate himself from the fa c e 

of the earth , war has worn a new face - an ugly one too, 

and a vision of this should sober all men. It demands 

of them a keener perception of mutual interests, and a 

higher order of responsibility. Under these conditions 

mankind must concentrate on those matters that unite us 

rather than on those that divide us. The issues of 

war and peace are not the concern of the few , or the 

rich or the mighty ; they are the concern of all. 

Statesmen , who bear a heavier responsibility than others, 
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cannot ignore the implications for the survival of mankind, 

in new discoveries and technology, biology, chemistry, 

nuclear physics and space. In this nuclear age , the 

deliberate initiation of full-scale war as an instrument 

of national policy has become the worst of folly , yes , 

madness itself. There may have been a time, in the long 

distant past, when war was a means to protect or serve 

national interest. Today, war, nuclear war, can assure 

the death of a nation; the desolation of a continent; 

the destruction of all that we call civilization. Nuclear 

power has placed into the hands of modern man,power to 

destroy all than man has ever created , and responsible 

Statesmen know that perse verance in the pursuit of peace 

is not cowardice but rathe r courage. Restraint in the 

use of force is not weakness, but wisdom. 

The confrontation between the United States and the 

Soviet Union over Cuba in that Autumn of 1962, undoubtedly 

weighed h e avily upon the Pope • s thinl(ing, as it did upon 

all of us, and lent urgency to his concern to halt the 

Nucle ar Arms race. Addressing the leaders of this 

world he said: 

"Justice , right, reason and humanity , urgently 
demand that the arms race should cease, that 
the stockpiles which exist in various countries 
should be reduced equally and simultaneously by 
the parties concerned. That nuclear weapons 
should be banned, that a general agreement 
should eventually be reached about progressive 
disarmament and an effective method of control." 
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A few months 

later President Kennedy demonstrated the United States 

commitment to the goal of peace. At a speech at 

American University in June of 1963 , a memorable speech , 

our late President called for the renewed efforts 

tov1ards a more practicable and a more attainable peace 

based not on a sudden revolution in human nature , but 

on the gradual evolution in human institutions - on a 

series of concrete actions and effective agreements 

which are in the interests of all concerned. The 

leaders of the Soviet Union responded favorably , as did 

the leaders of Great Britain. The United States , Gr eat 

Britain and the Soviet Union signed a Treaty banning 

nuclear tests in the atmosphere , in space and under water . 

This treaty won the respect of the world for all nations 

who have signed it . It has inspired hope for the future 

of mankind on this planet. Might I add that that Treaty 

is still open for new signatures . And you will recall 

that the man who first proposed a Nuclear Test Ban Treaty 

in 1956 , and who shares in the credit for its accomplishment 

to his everlasting honor , is the United States Representative 

to the United Nations , Ambassador Adlai Stevenson . 

The Nuclear Test Ban was the first step in the path 
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The longest journey 

begins with the single step , said President Johnson 

just the other evening , and that single step has been 

ta.ken - that journey charted. And other steps have 

followed ; we have resolved not to station weapons of 

mass destruction in space , right here in this great 

Assembly . A United Nations resolution , jointly 

sponsored by the United States and the Soviet Union 

called on all countries to refrain from such action 

and it was adopted by acclamation. This was a vital 

step towards preventing the extension of the arms race 

into Outer Space. We seek to make the great Outer 

Space a laboratory , not a battlefield. 

This year the United States is cutting back on the 

production of fissionable material . Great Britain and 

the Soviet Union have announced cutbacks in their planned 

production of fissionable material for use in weapons. 

The need f or instant communication between the United 

States and the Soviet Union to avoid miscalculation 

which might lead to Nuclear War was proved during the 

Cuban Missile Crisis , and we learned a l e sson. Since 

that time we have established what is commonly called 
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a "hotline" between \lvashington and Moscow , to avoid 

such dangerous miscalculation , but the agenda for the 

future remains long and demanding. We need measures 

to prevent war by mi~calculation or just by plain 

accident. V'le must seek agreements to obtain safeguards 

against surprise attacks , including a network of selected 

observation points. We must seek to restrict the Nuclear 

Arms Race by preventing the transfer of nuclear weapons 

to the control of non-nuclear nations ~ by transferring 

fissionable materials from military to peaceful purposes 

and by outlawing underground nuclear tests with adequate 

inspection and enforcement. Now the United States has 

offered a "freeze" on the production of aircraft and 

missiles used for the delivering of nuclear weapons. 

This is a step in the right direction on the long journey . 

Such a "freeze" might even open the door to reductions 

in nuclear strategic delivery vehicles. 

I am here to tell this great assembly tonight , on 

behalf of my nation , that the United States will pursue 

every reasonable avenue towards agreement with the Soviet 

Union , or any other country, in limiting the Nuclear Arms 

Race. 

President Johnson has made it abundantly clear that 
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he will leave no thing undone , no mile untravelled , to 

further the pursuit of peace. We must recognize that 

the next major step in controlling the Nuclear Arms 

Race requires us to look beyong the narrow U.S./Soviet 

competition of the past. The explosion of a nuclear 

device by China in 1964 has impressed upon us once again 

that the world of today is no longer the buy-poor world 

of an earlier decade. Nuclear competition , my fellow 

human beings , is no longer limited to just a few , or to 

the two super powers. The efforts of the United States 

and Europe to enable the nations of Europe to have a 

greater share in nuclear defence policy , wi thout encour

aging the development of independent , national, nuclear 

deterrents , const itutes a recognition of this fact . 

In addition to Europe , however , we now have the problem 

of finding ways of preventing further proliferation of 

nuclear weapons in Asia , Latin-America , Africa and the 

Middle East . v'li th the explosion of the Chinese nuclear 

device several months ago , and the prospect of others to 

follovl soon , it may be that the most immediate next step 

in this pursuit of peace , in controlling the Nuclear Arms 

Race , is the prevention of further proliferation of 

nuclear weapons in Asia. Now with the evident 

determination of the present Communist Government in 
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mainland China to use its limited nuclear capability for 

maximum political and propaganda benefit , it is not 

surprising that other modern Asian nations are tempted 

to build their own nuclear deterrent. But the nations 

on the perimeter of Communist China should know, and 

must know, that they will not stand alone. President 

Johnson has said, and I quote him: 

" .. the nations that do not seek national 
nuclear weapons can be sure that if they 
need our strong support against some threat 
of nuclear blackmail then they will have it." 

But if the need for the preventing of the proliferation of 

nuclear weapons is more urgent and immediate in Asia today, 

and I think it is, and we must find ways andmeans to stop 

it, it is no less important in Latin America, Africa and 

above all, the Middle East . 

All of these areas are ripe for regional arms pacts 

which would prevent any of these countries from developing 

nuclear weapons. Nuclear weapons would serve no useful 

purpose in preserving their security; the introduction 

of these weapons would but provoke a rivalry that would 

imperil the peace of Latin-America, Africa, the Near East 

and indeed, intensify, the present rivalries. It would 

encourage the precarious .. no, it would endanger .. the 

precarious e conomies of coun·tries which already possess 

military forces too large for their security needs and 
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too expensive to be maintained without outside assistance 

or interference . Such Nuclear Arms Control Agreements 

therefore, should naturally be initiated by the nations 

in the area. In Latin-America , I am happy to say , such 

an agreement has already been proposed. Should the 

nations of Latin-America , Africa , the Near East through 

their own institutions or the United Nations take the 

initiative in establishing Nuclear-Free Zones they will 

have earned the gratitude and the appreciation of all 

nations. Attainment in these areas , while not global , 

but regional , would represent a major step towards 

world peace. 

If nuclear rivalry is an obstade to peace today, 

and I think it is , it is not the only one. In Pacem 

In Terris, John XXIII returned to a theme that he had 

discussed in Mater Et Magister. You may recall that 

theme when he stated ... "given the growing interdependence 

among peoples of the earth it is not possible to preserve 

lasting peace if glaring economic inequality among them 

persists." So , if control of nuclear weapons is a 

central issue in improving relations between the East 

and the West , accelerating the economic development of 

new nations is essential to harmony between the North and 

South . In Latin-America and Asia and Africa another 
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threat to peace lies in the shocking inequality between 

privileged and impoverished; between the glittering 

capitols and festering slums; between booming industrial 

regions and primitive rural areas. I digress from my 

prepared remarks to say that this situation affects the 

peace and tranquality of our own communities right here 

in the United s·tates of America , but I am humbly proud 

to say that it is national policy on the part of this 

government and its people to wage war against the poverty 

which inflicts some of our people. Surely \·Je know that 

a real threat to peace in these areas is the revolutionary 

challenge of an unjust social order in which true peace , 

peace based on justice, is impossible . Now, those who 

have been more blessed with this world 's goods must heed 

the Pope's plea to assist those political communities 

whose citizens suffer from poverty, from misery and hunger , 

who lack even the elementary rights of the human person. 

We must do this out of compassion for we are our brothers ' 

keepers , and we also do it, or should do it, out of self 

interest, for our lot is their lot - our future their 

future - our peace their peace. This planet is simply 

too small for the insolation of the rich against the 

turbulent spread of injustice in a~y·p~rt of the world . 

The flow of foreign aid , both capital and technical 
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assistance, is indispensable to the narrowing of the 

gap between the rich nations and poor. Much has been 

done, I know , by individual nations, surely as a former 

!-1ember of the Congress of this nation and nov.J as a Vice 

President I know that much has been done , but more must 

be done , both through foreign aid and by enlarging 

the opportunities of these developing nations for trade. 

To assist those developing nations which are striving to 

bring their people the economic and social benefits of 

modern civilization. The exact dimensions of this task 

and the most effective way of fulfilling it, are the 

very questions v1hich preserve the priority attention of' 

this Conference. May I say to the President of the 

United Nations and to every Delegate of that great 

Assembly , the attention of the United Nations itself. 

Now if the Arms Race is a drain and a strain on the 

economy of the rich nations - and it is - then it is an 

intolerable burden on the economy of the poor nations. 

For developing nations, \vith a rapidly expanding 

population, with relative primitive economic institutions 

and little capitol development , participation in an Arms 

Race is indefensible . It's not only bad politics, bad 

morals, but it is disastrous economics. 

A pioneer statesman of the Nuclear Era, the late 
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Senator Brian McMaho n o£ the State of Connecticut , 

proposed , almost two decades ago , that resources that 

could be diverted from the Arms Race , the savings that 

could be made, should be set aside to meet the unmet 

social and economic needs of mankind. His council 

remains valid today and is a challenge to every nation. 

The man whom we honor today , that beloved Peasant Pope , 

like his predecessors , recognized that a secure peace 

depends on a stable world community , and a stable world 

community requires a viable international organization. 

Nations throughout the centuries .. yea , peoples throughout 

the centuries . . have sought their national identity and 

their nation independence. The only true guarantee to 

independence in this , the late half of the twentieth 

century , is responsible inter - dependence. The 

strengthening of the existing world organization , the 

United Nations , is one of our most urgent tasks. 

Today we hear voices advocating the abandonment of the 

United Nations , voices advocating withdra\val from the 

United Nations - they are misguided voices. They would 

abandon an imperfect instrument for preserving world 

peace because they dislike our imperfect world . But 

to abandon the United Nations or to immobolize it 
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through crippling restrictions or failure to support it 

would only prove that our generation has learned little 

or nothing and forgotten the lessons of two world wars , 

in this century , and apparently forgotten the tragedy of 

a half a century of nationalism and isolationism . 

I hope that we are not that foolish .. that those 

who would destroy the United Nations recall the inter

national anarchy that followed the death of the League 

of Nations. A nuclear era when anarchy can lead to 

annhiliation the United Nations deserves the support of 

all nations, large and small , rich and poor ; heros of the 

world community are not those who withdraw when difficulties 

ensue , not those who can envision neither the prospect of 

success or the consequence of failure , but the heros are 

those who stand the heat of the battle .. . . The fight for 

world peace through international law and the United 

Nations . 

Now , the General Assembly is facing a Recess while 

negotiations proceed in search of a solution to the present 

constitutional impasse . I knov1 this is not a happy 

situation and it raises some political problems for 

the U.N ' s largest contributor , as I ' m sure it does for all 

other members. But there are several things to be noted 

about the crisis. First , the United Nations will continue 
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even though the General Assembly has been deadlocked 

by the refusal of certain members to meet their obligations. 

The Security Council is not affected , nor are the operations 

of that diversified family of affiliated agencies in the 

U.N. system , one of them inspired and given leadership by 

Mr. Hoffman. 

Secondly, the membership of the United Nations 

includes nations with radically different ideas about 

the proper role of international organizations in world 

affairs. Yet none of these nations denies they have a 

role. The argument is not whether ·the General Assembly 

should continue to function but under what ground rules 

it should carry on, and let's keep that differentation 

as to the dispute clearly in mind. 

Third, the United Nations has expanded rapidly 

and almost continuously for two decades now, and in the 

course of it the membership has more than doubled. In 

the meantime the world environment in which it operates 

has undergon pervasive change. Under the circumstances 

it would be surprising if ·the organization did not face 

some awkward adjustments ·to new realities. Now it may 

take time , and patience , and a high capacity to absorb 

frustration -by the way, that ' s one of the qualities 

of character that great people need in these days -

absorb frustration before the General Assembly gets 
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back on the track, or selects a somewhat different road 

ahead, but I am confident that we meet in the hall of an 

international inSitution which is in the throes of growing 

pains not in the grip of a fatal disease. 

Another aspect of the world organization that 

requires immediate strengthening is the peace-keeping 

machinery of the United Nations .. we must give attention 

to this. Given the scope and the scale of major power 

interest and commitments around the world we are required 

to assume that any armed conflict may bear within it the 

seeds of nuclear disaster. So a workable peace system 

must be able to resolve by non-violent means the kinds 

of disputes which, in the past, have led to tragic wars 

and to keep disruptive change in non-violent channels. 

Here -we can begin to see how operational a peace 

system must be; to visualize peace-keeping machinery in 

being and in action. In its most operational and visible 

form, peace-keeping in action is an armed patrol of 

soldiers of peace in blue berets standing between warring 

ethnic groups in Cyprus; men who patrol the Gaza strip 

twenty-four hours a day for the eighth year running; 

those who repair breaches of the peace along the frontiers 

of Israel. Others who still stand watch along the fifteen-
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year old truce line in Kashmir , and still others who 

keep watch on the Armistice Line along the Thirty-Eighth 

Parallel in Korea. Might I ask this question tonight? 

What kind of a world would it be tonight if it were not 

for those soldiers of peace in blue berets? Think it 

over . 

These units of operational peace-keeping machinery 

were in place and in action this morning and , thank 

goodness , they will be there when we go to bed tonight. 

And why? Because there is an international organization 

to deal with the threats to the peace; because there are 

established rules and procedures for conducting the 

business of peace-keeping; because there was a way to 

finance peace-keeping missions, and because members have 

made available personnel and equipment and transport and 

other goods and services. The machinery of peace therefore 

is much more than the keeping of an uneasy truce, it is 

the Security Council and the General Assembly and the 

Secretariat. It is the Conference machinery and voting 

procedures and resolutions and assessments, it is a 

mission of inquiry or observation or e ven a single 

civilian moving anonymously from private meeting to 

private meeting on a conciliation assingment. Peace-

keeping machinery is organization, plus people and 
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and resources designed and operated to secure or to 

sustain a secure world order . What we have , so far , is 

e l ementary and rudimentary , even primit i ve ma chinery -

it i s not as extensive or developed as it should be , 

it is not as versatile as it should be , it is not as 

reliable as it should be, but it is machinery and it has 

p;oved to be workable in practice when enough members , 

in practice, wanted it to work. 

Now clearly , one of the requirements of a workable 

peace system is to supplement, complement and improve 

the peace-keeping machinery of the United Nations. 

Eventually we would hope that this machinery would be 

in a position to seek peaceful resolution of disputes 

and insipient conflicts , ideally by quiet conciliation -

if need be, by verbal confrontation before the"Bar of 

World Opinion~' and , in extremes, by placing whatever 

kind of peace-keeping force is needed in a position 

between antagonists so that no sovereignty is without 

potential , international protection , and no nation need 

call upon other nations to help protect them from 

predatory neighbours . Regrettably , today we recognize 

that this is not all possible. The case may well be 

in Vietnam , as an example. In 1954 the Geneva Accords 

were ratified, guaranteeing the independent status of 
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South Vietnam, establishing a line of division between 

north and south, the Seventeenth Parallel. Today in 

Vietnam that freedom is in danger by the systematic 

attempt of foreign-backed subversives to win control 

of the country. Today, peace in South-East Asia can 

be attained tonight if the violators will cease the 

aggression. 

I speak tonight as an American. Our policy is 

clear; we will continue to seek a return to the 

essentials of the Geneva Accords of 1954. We will 

resist agression there, as elsewhere, we will be faithful 

to a friend or an ally. We seek no wider war , we seek 

no dominion our goal in South-East Asia is today what 

it was in 1954, what it was when President Kennedy 

restated it in 1962, our goal is peace and it is freedom 

for the people of Vietnam. The essential step for the 

strengthening of peace is the establishment of flexible 

troop call-up systems for future emergencies. Let us 

learn from our troubles. The U.N. cannot do a peace-

keeping job if there are long delays in getting its 

forces to world trouble spots. The Secretary-General 's 

request that certain members, or that members maintain 

special U.N. peace-keeping contingents deserves the 

support of us all, and I rejoice that some members have 
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already responded . Canada, the Scandinavian countries, 

the Netherlands , Iran and possibly others. The U.S. 

will assist in this strengthening of the peace-keeping 

capacity by helping to train , if so desired , and equip 

contingents of other nations earmarked for U.N . use , by 

transporting these units when necessary and by paying 

our fair share of the cost of peace-keeping operations. 

We hope that others will do the same. It is , of course , 

the smaller countries which stand the greatest need of 

international protection , but the great powers , lest 

they forget , have an equal interest in effective peace-

keeping machinery. For the United States the investment 

in U.N . peace-keeping is one of the best that we can ever 

make. We do not aspire to any Pox-Americana , we have 

no desire to play the role of global gendarme , although 

we shall honor our commitments to assist friendly nations 

in preserving their freedom we have no desire to inter

ject American troops into explosive local disputes . 

But disputes do occur and if hostilities are to be ended 

and if peace is to be preserved there must be some outside 

force available to intervene. In many cases, though not 

in all, a reliable , stable U.N. force can and should play 

that role. Therefore , the large powers , and the small 
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powers have a common interest , if for different reasons , 

in effective , international peace-keeping machinery. 

That is why the current impasse in the General Assembly , 

and the consequent paralysis in its ability to rise to 

an emergency , if need be , is so deeply regrettable. 

I have dwelt, this evening, on but three of the 

foremost problems of peace - you will speak of many more. 

Nuclear competition , the gap between the rich nations and 

the poor , and the need for building a world community 

through a strengthened United Nations. 

A year ago , in addressing the United Nations , President 

Johnson said this to you : "All that we have built in the 

wealth of nations and all that we plan to do towards a 

better life for all , will be in vain if our feet should 

slip or our vision falter and our hopes ended in another 

world wide war . If there is one commitment , more than 

any other , that I would like to leave with you today" , 

said our President, "it is my unswerving commitment to 

the keeping and the strengthening of peace . " 

Our commitment to strengthen peace has not weakened . 

We see a just and lasting peace , a peace that is more 

than a pause between wars. We believe that peace is 

dynamic and not static , tha·t it is growing and not dying. 
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But our knowledge of ourself tells us that we can expect 

no sudden epidemic of peace; we have far to go before 

the greatness of our institution matches the grandeur of 

our intentions. 

Yes, the pursuit of peace is a process, not a miracle, 

and it requires workers in the vineyards of peace , thinkers 

and planners of peace. Peace is too important to be just 

the exclusive concern of the great powers, it requires the 

attention of all; small nations and large , old nations 

and new. The pursuit of peace, to me , resembles the 

building of a great cathedral, it is the work of 

generations , and each generation has its obligation to add 

on to the beauty and the grandeur and the strength of that 

cathedral. In concept it requires a Master Architect, in 

execution the labors of many. Pursuit of peace requires 

time , but we must use time as a tool and not as a couch , 

we must be prepared to profit from the vision of peace 

left by the great men and women who came our way. Yes , 

we honor Pope John XXIII , not because he demonstrated that 

perfect peace can be achieved in our time. We honor him 

because he raised our hopes and exalted our vision. He 

realized that the hopes and the expectations aroused could 

not all be satisfied in the immediate future , that people 

need to live for another day . The politics of hope is 
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What can 

be accomplished in a limited time we know will always 

fall short of our expectations , but we must have the 

expectation and that sense of hope. The fact that we 

fall short of a goal - this should not discourage us -

what is important is that we be prepared to give some 

sort of evidence in our day , with our lives , that progress 

towards peace is being made , and that some of the unsolved 

problems of peace in our time can be met now and in the 

future. This is the vision that this beloved apostle 

of peace left us in his Encyclical Pacem In Terris ; 

this is what inspires men and women .. people long to 

live. The pursuit of peace and the pursuit of happiness , 

these are the dynamics of our time. 

"without vision the people perish" . 

Scripture says , 

It is the duty , 

therefore , of our generation , to convert this vision of 

peace into reality , and if we do it this , the twentieth 

century , will not be remembered for its warriors , but if 

we can live through this twentieth century without 

destroying ourselves , this century will be remembered for 

its peacemakers. 
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A VIORlD CCMMU qyy Tt ROUGtl ·rm: UNIIED NATto~-l S 

I3y HUBERT H. HUi\.fPHREY, Vice President of the U11i:cd States 

Dcfi1,ererl at t/;e Opming Ceremony of t/;e Co1:roc.ttion on Pacem iu Terris in tbc 

U11ited Nations Gc11cral Assembly, New York, N. Y., Febm.try 17, 1965 

I 
IE SCRIPTURE tells us to "pursue pcace"-and m:J.n· 
ind has since the beginning of time condemncJ the 

"""""" hor rors of war. If discord and str ife, wars :~nd the thrc:J.t 
of wars h:we persisted th roughout hi story, it is perh:~ps :~s Sr. 
Augustine s:~ys: th:J.t men nuke war not bcousc they IO\'C 
peace the less, bur rather bec:~use they love thei r own kind of 
pc:1ce the more. Yet men of pe:1cc of ewry kind and C\'cry 
hnd remember well the yc:~r 1963. for in th:J.t hteful year a 
wnerable apostle of peace left om world, lcaYing beh ind a 
lcg:1cy which will endure for years ro come. Generations of 
men-young and old :J.!ikc--will remember the fin .ll tcst:~ment 
of that gentle peasant Pope, Pope John XXJTI, the cncyclic:J.l 
Pacem in Terri s, in which he left ro men of all f:t iths, to f11l'n 
holding many concepts of peace, an outline for pc:1ce In our 
world which can be accepted by all men of goodwill. 

And if our generation em heed the parting ple:1 of the 
man whose work we honor :1r thi s conference, generations yet 
to come m:1.y hope to I i \'C in a worlJ where in the words' of the 
late President Ken neely "the strong _ are just, the we:~k secure 
and the pe::\Ce preserved." 

It is a privilege and an honor to participate in this confer
ence dedicated to exploring the meaning and the message of 
Pacem in Terris. It is p:micularly fitting th :~ t this convootion 
meet at the beginning of International Coopera tion Y car. I :1.111 

confident that your deliberat ions here will adnnce our world 
along the road to "peace on earth" as described by Pope John. 

The encyclical of John XXIII presented to the world a pub
lic philosophy for a nucl e:1r era. Comprehen.sive in scope, his 
message expounded a political philosophy governing relations 
bcr;vccn tl;;:: :nciiYidml and the st:J.te, relations beP.\-cer1 st.ao..S , 

and rcbtions bet\vcen an individual state and the world or
ganizations. 

Pacem in Terris continues and completes the social ph i
losophy which the Pope hac! begun a year earlier in his 

encyclical Mater et Magistra, in which he eb bom:cJ the - · 
ciplcs of soci:1l just ice which should guide the soci:d o~:::·~. 
Pacem in Terris he ext ended this philosophy to tl::: c·. 
concentra ting now on rcbtions between states and the ;.::. 
the world community. 

This encyclical rcprcsenrs nor a mopi~n blucprin; foo -. ~
peace, presupposing a sudden change in the mrurc e:f ~· 
R:1ther, it rcprcsems :1. call to acrion ro lc:>.dcrs of c.:::, 
presupposi ng only a gradual ch:1nge in Jwm.1n insti n: :: ,·.:: · 
is nor confi ned tO elaborat ing the abstr<1Ct virtues o! r~·.:c~ ~ 
looks to the building of :1. world commtmit]· go·:c:,:: _: 
instirutions capable of preserving peace. 

The Pope outl ined principles which can _;uide the ::ct: :.:; 
men-all men rcg:1rdless of color, creed or politicd ::; f,iL:·. 
-but it is up ro st:>.tcsmcn to deci e ho·;v cl:c~c p:inci~-:~.;: 
ro be applied. The cldlengc to th is confeencc is lO :-:..:. . 

statesmen with further guidelines for applying the r~:: f,.:- ~ 
of Pacem in Terris to the problems confrom:n[, cur we::..: 
1965. 

I would like to direct my rem:uks principally t L> ; 

questions of reb tions between states and to th.H cf :l , , _ 

community. Pope John's preoccup:uion-and o:.:r r~co:c.:, 
tion tcxl:ty-is /'l'.' ith an amclior:nion of imcm:J.tio;nl rcl.:· i, 
in the I ight of the dangers to m:111kind posed by the ex is:,'. 
of modern nucle:1r weapons. The leaders of the ;. ori3 ·· :. 
unders tand-as he unclcrstood-th:J.t since that d~l)' ~-t A>::· . 
gordo when man acguired the power to oblitGJtc h in~s~~i :·!. 
the face of the earth, war has worn a new bee. And th.:: v i~. 
of it Jus sobered :dl men and dcm:1ndcd of them a L.:. 
percept ion of n• tltml inte rests and •1 ~: ighe r order of r.::~~.~:. 
bilicy. Und er these conditions m:1nkind must concemr·.c :: 
the problems that unite us rather than on those which ,:.,.: 

I 
us. 

Pope John proclaimed th:lt the issues of v:ar and p:::::G· : 

POLICY OF VlTi\.L SPEECHES 
The f1ubli shen of Vi ra l Speeches bcl ic"Vc th:u the im porc:tnt addrcs-;cs of the rccor; nizcd lc:1J.:n of rmbl ic opinion ccnstin:tc tbc bcs c cxprc\' ~ io:;; cf 0 .. :. 

r~r:try thCi.l_':ht in America, lind th:1 t ic is e:trcm~l y i mporr~ot for the \.Clfnr~ of the nldoo t!l:l ( th cs ~ spc\Xhr:s be pc::mao~otly r:-coaltd ~nd disscrm r..a ~.~..: ~ 
publi sh:n h:t\"C no r:.xe to r,rir.d. Vi::tl Sp~(hc! "·i ll be fou nd nurhcmic ~nd consrrueti,·e. 

It is the policr of .the pt:~Jishcn co · co\·:r borh !ides _o f r ub lic questions :tnd to pri~ t all spc=-c: hcs in r ~~l l.. ':Jhcr ~ . ic ts n~~s~:ry to cor.d:-n~~ n s:- ::~ ~~ 
rc:.!:O.n J of t: !1usu:l l cn;tn cr the c5c of ~n:.::.c~OU3 m:~.:::cr It \"'Jill be so sr;u ed. wh en pnot1r..3. They fee l rh :u H ll only tn t h~ l.:nCt.li tcJ ::.nd cr,c::pur&~:.:J t:-'~ 
th:t the: t C"J.dcr c:m best obr:~.ia the \'icws of ch~ spc.J.kc:-. 
. Th i; li:l:ltcri:d ti"cs the rC":1dcr the bc:st thou,gh c o f the b:st minds on curreot n::n ion:d problc?.s. It also cf.'fcr~ d.~ ~ ~tudc:u cf rablic src-:t!:inrt CX.l!ll':' !C'5 c. · 

clie-ccin~ s_pccch of tCdly of t~IO:::o ,..-ho h dv~ ~ tr:tin cd l::tticrship 10 the fields of cconomtn , pohucs. educatiOn , sc.:tclc:;r. f.Ooc:r nm::nr, cno.tn~lu,~r . 1. ;-;:..:.:.:- , ~ · 
c:s.~ . t:txauo ::~, hc:J.h.h, bw. l:lbc:, etc. Thcj the srudcn t of public spc:1bng obrJi :::~s the finest tc:rt book rulrcri:!.l \". irh :\ s0unt1 kr.c-::.lc..! "";~ of p-.:bhc quc.,~·~.l.i 
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-:cncern or :d !. Statesmen-who bear a heavier res_?onsib il
th::n others-cmnot ignore the implications for the 

1 i\·d of 1 :1 nkind of new discoveries in technology, biology, 
·2~.r p! , and sp:~cc. In this nuclear age the deliberate 
~1 i0n 1ll-scale war as «D instrumem of national policy 

bc com ly. 
)rigim!ly a means ro protect national interests, war today 
assure the death of a nation, the decimation of a continent. 
Juclcar power has pbccd inro the h:wds of men the power 
-:stray all that m:m h:1s cre:~ted . Only responsible statesmen 
·ho perceive that pcrse\·crance in the pursuit of peace is 
cc.wardicc, but comagc, that restraint in the usc of force is 
,,'Ca.·ness, bur wisdom--can prevent present international 
lrics from lc:~ding to an incinerated world. 
'he confrontation between the United States and the Soviet 
on over Cuba in the autumn of 1962 undoubtedly weighed 
·ily in the Pope's thinking and lent urgency to his conq? rn . 
.J!: the nuclear arms race. Addressing rhe leaders of the 
ld, be stated: 

''Justice, righ t, reason, and bumaniry urgently demand 
tlnt the :urns race should cease; that the stockpiles 
which exist in various countries shou ld be reduced equal
ly and simulrancous ly by the parties concerned; that 
nuclear ·weapons should be banned; and that a genera l 
~.greemcnt should C\'cnmally be reached abour progressive 
disarmament and an effective method of control." 

his pie:{ had special pert inence for the leaders of the 
ted States and the Soviet Union, the principal nuclear 
ers. . 

few months later, President Kennedy demonstrated the 
:cd S· commitment ro the goa l of peace. In a speech 
I m Unn-crsity in June of 1963, he called for re-
ed s toward a "more practicd, more attainable 
·c--based not on a sudden revolution in human nature 
on a gradual evolution in human instructions -on a series 
oncrete actions and e!Tcctivc agreements which are in the 
:(:St of all concerned." 
be leaders of the Soviet Union responded favorably. In 
ust, 1963, the United States and Soviet governments 
eJ a treaty ba:1ning nuciea r tests in the atmosphere, in 
r space and under water. This rrcary won respect through
the world for the Un ited States and the Soviet Union
cd for all nations who signed it. It has inspired hope for 
future of mankind on this planet. And members of this 
cncc '\':ill reca ll that the man who fir st proposed a test 
rrcary way b?.ck in 1956-and who shares in the cred it 
its accomplishment-is the Unircd States Represen tative 
1e United Nations, 1\mbassador Adlai E. Stevenson. 
he nuclear test b:1n was the first step in the pa th towarcl 
Jre enduring pe:~cc. "The longest journey begins with a 
lc step," President Johnson has said-and that single step 
)ecn taken . 
ther steps have followed. 
lc have rcsoh-ed not tO station weapons of mass dfst ruc-
in space. A United Nations resolution, jointly sponsored. 

·he United States and the Soviet Union, called on all 
ttrics ro refrain from such action. It was adopted by ac
,;ltion.....:.w ithout a single dissenting vote. 
his w a vital step toward preventing the extension of t11c 

outer space. 
the United States is cutting back on the production 

1c ·materials. Great Britain and the Soviet Union 
iOCed cutbacks in their planned p(oclucrion of 

ln:~blc materials for usc in weapons. As President Johnson 
;rated, the r:>.cc for large nuclear stockpiles can be pro\·oca
as '\veil as wasteful. 
he need for instant communication between the United 

---------

Stares and the Soviet Union-to avoid the miscalcula tion 
which might lead to nuclear war-was proven during the 
Cuban missile crisis. Since th:lt time, we have established a 
"hot line" lx:twccn \'V'ashington and Moscow to avoid such 
miscaiculation. 

The agenda for the future remains long. Among the meas
ures needed to, li mir the dangers of the r:uclcar age are mcas- . 
urcs designed tO prevent war by miscalculation or accident. 

\Y.! e must seck agreements tO obtain safeguards against 
smprisc attacks, including a network of selected observation 
points. \Y/ c must seek to restrict the nuclear arms race by 
preYcnting the transfer of nuclear weapons to the control of 
non-nuclear nations, by transferr ing fissionable materials from 
military to peaceful purposes, and by outlawing underground 
tests, with adequate inspection and enforcement. 

The United Stares has offered a fre eze on the production of 
aircraft and missiles used for del iYering nuclear weapons. Such 
a freeze might open the door ro reductions in nuck:u stntegic 
del i very Ychicles. 

It is the intention of the United States Government to 
pursue every reasonable avenue toward agreement with the 
Soviet Union in limiting the nuclear arms race. And the 
Prcsidenr has made it clear that he wi ll leave no thing undone, 
no mile untra I'Cled, to further the pursuit of poce. . 

Today in the year 1965 we m us t recognize tlut the next 
major step in controlli ng the nuclear arms race m:<y require 
us to look beyond the narrow United States-Soviet competition 
in the past. for the explosion of a nuclear device by Com
munist China in 1964 has impressed upon us once again that 
rhc wor)d of today is no longer the bi-polar world of an earlier 
decade. Nuclear competition is no longer li mited to .rwo 
super powers. 

The efforts of tbe United Stares and Europe ro enable the 
nations of Europe to have a greater share in nuclear defense 
policy-without encouraging the development of independent 
national nuclear deterrents-constitute a recognition of this. 

In addition to Europe, we now have the problem of fmding 
ways of preventing tbe further proliferation of nuclea r 'lvea
pons in Asia, Latin America, Africa and the l\fiddle East. 

\'\lith the explosion of the Chi:1csc nuclear device severa l 
months ago--and the prospect of others to follow-it may be 
that the most immediate "next step" in controlling the 
nuclear arms race is the preventi on of further proliferation of 
nuclear wCJpons in Asia. 

In view of the evident determination of rhe present com
munist government of mainland China to usc the limited 
nuclear capabil ity it hopes to develop for maximum politica l 
and propaganda benefit, it is not surprising that other modern 
Asian nations uc tempted to build their own nuclear deter
rent. Dut the nations on the perimeter of Communist China 
arc not alone. As President Johnson has stated: "The nations 
that do not seek national nuclear wc:~pons can be sure that if 
they need our strong support against ~orne threat of nuclea r 
blackmail, then they will have it." 

If the need for preventing the proliferation of nuclear 
weapons is more immediate in Asia today, it is no less im
portant in· Latin America, Africa and the Ncar E:~st. All of 
these areas are ripe for reeional arms pacts which would 
prevent these countries from developing nuclear wc~~pons. 
Nuclear weapons would serve no usefu l purpose in preserving 
their sccuriry. Tl1e introduction of these weapons would 
provo ·c a rivalry that would imperi l the peace of btin Ameri
et and Africa and intensify the present rivalries in the Nc:1r 
Easr. It 'lvould endanger the precarious ecoaomies of countries 
which already possess m ilitary forces too hrgc for their security 
needs :md roo expensive to be m<lintained without 9utsidc 
assistance. 
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Such nuclear arms control agreemcnts should naturally be initiated by the mtions of the area. In Latin America, such an agreement has already been proposed. Should the nations of Latin America, of Africa and the Ncar E:\St through their own instiru tions or through the United Nations, take the initiative in establishing nuclear free zones, they will earn the appreciation of all nations of the world. Containment in these are:1s would represent a major step toward world peKe. If nucle:1r rivalry is an obstacle to peace today, it is not the only one. 
- -In Pacem in Terris John XXIII returned to a theme he had di scussed in Mater ct Magistra when be stated: "Given the growing interdependence among peoples of the canh, it is not possible to preserve lasting peace if glaring economic incqmlity among them persists." If control of nuclear weapons is a central issue in improving relations between East and \'V' est, accelcr:uing the economic development of new nations Is essential to harmony between North and South. In Latin America, in Asi:t and Africa, another threat tO peace lies in the shocking inequality between privileged and impoverished, between glittering opitals and fe stering slums, between booming industrial regions and primitive rural areas. A real thrc:tt to peace in these areas is the revolutionary challenge of an unjust social order in which true peacepeace b:~sed on justice--is impossible. 

Those who have been "more blessed with this world's goods" must heed the Pope's plea to assist "those political communities whose citizens suffer from poverty, miseqr and hunger and who bck even the elementary rights of the human person ." 
\Ve must do this out of comp,{ssion-for we arc our brother's keeper. And we also do it out of self-interest as well- for our lot is their lot, our future their future, our peace their peace. This planet is simply too small for the insulatic:m of the ri ch against turbulence bred of injustice in any part of the world. 

The flow of foreign aid-both capita l and technical assistance-is indispcns:tblc to the narrowing of the g:tp between rich nations and poor. Much has been done by ind ividual nations and by intcrn:ttional organizations. But more must be done-both through foreign aid and by enlarging their opportunities for trade-to assist those developing nations which arc striving to bring to their people the economic and social benefits of modern civilization. The exact dimensions of the task and the most effective way of fulfilling it are questions which deserve further attention by the United Nations. If the arms race is a strain on the economy of rich nations, it is an intolerable hurdcn on that of poor nations. for devcl . oping nations with a rapidly expanding population, primitive economic institutions, and li ttle capital development, participation in a nuclear arms race is indefensible. 
A pioneer statesman of the nuclear era, the late SenatOr Dricn McMahon proposed almost two decades ago that resources diverred fr om the arms race could be set aside. to meet the unme:t social and economic needs of mankind. I-Iis counsel remains valid today. 
The man whom we honor today-like his predecessorsrecognized that a secure peace depends on a stable world comn:lllnity. And a stable world community requires a viable international organization. 
The strengthening of the existing world organization-the u nited Nations-!~ une of our most urgent t.ts:...s. Today we hear voices advocating abandonment of the Uni ted Nations, withdrawal from the United Nations. They arc misr::uidcd. 'fl:cy would abandon an imperfect instrument fo;: pre-serving v:orld peace because they dislil;e our imperfect world. To :1bandon the United Nations-or to immobilize it 

VITJ\ l SPEEC~lES Ot ~m: D. 
thro.ugh crippling restrictions or failnre to support it->;o only prO\'C th;lt our generation has forgotten the lessons half a ccmury of natiomlism and isohtionsim. Let tho:;c " would destroy the United Nations recall the i.ntcrnatioJ anar0hy that followed the demise of the League of Nations. a nuclear era when anarchy can lead to annihilation, t United Nations deserves the support of all n:ttions-large 2 • srmll, r ich and poor. The heroes of the world commun1 arc not those who withdraw whe:n di fficulties cnsue-1~ those who can envision neither the prospect of success nor ( consequence of failure-but those who stand the heat of tl ba-tt!c-tjle fight for world peace through the United Natior As everyone knows, the General Assembly is facing a recc while negoti:ttions proceed in search of a solution tO tr present constitutional impasse. 
This is not a happy siwation and it raises some politic and lega l problems for the United Nations' largest contr ibute as I am sure it docs for other members. There arc seven things to be noted about this crisis. 
First, the United Nations will continue even though th Genera l Assembly has been de:tdlocked by a ref usa! of ccnai1 members tO meet their obligations. The Security Council i not aiTcctcd-nor arc the operations of that diversified fami !: of affiliated agencies in the United Nations system. · Second, the membership includes nations \Yith radicall) diiTcrcnt ideas about the proper role of intcrmtional org:tn iutions in world affairs; yet none denies they have a role. Tb: argument is not whether the Gener:2 l Assembly shm ld continue tO function but under wh:tt ground n;lcs it should carry on. 

Third, the United Nations has expanded rapidly and almost continuously for two decades now-and in the course of it the membership bas more than doubled. In the mc:wtimc, the world environment in which it operates has undergone pC'n·~sivc change. Under the circumstances, it would be surprising if the organization did nor face some awkard adjustments tc new realities. 
I t m:ty rake time and patience and a high capacity to absorb frustration before the General Assembly gers back on the track or selects a so mew hat differcn t road ahe-ad. But I am confident we Jtl.ect in the hall of an institution ~vhich io in the throes of growing pains-not in the grip of a fatal disease. · 

Another aspect of the world organization th:tt requires immediate strengthening is the peacekeeping machinery of tk United Nations. Given the scope and the sca le of. major power interests and commitments around the ·world-we u.:e required to assume that any armed conll ict m:ty bear . , .;,biil it the ser;ds of a nuclear disaster. 
So a workable peace system must be able to resolve by no:J violcnr means the kinds of disputes which in the p:m ha\·e: led to wars-and to keep disruptive ch:mge in non-Yiolcnt channels. 
Here we can begin to see just how operational a p::ace system must be-to visualize peacekeeping machinery in being and in action. 
In its most operational and visible form, peacekeeping in action is an armed patrol of soldiers of peace in blue bcictsstancling between warring ethnic groups in Cyprus _ _ . men who patrol the Gaza Strip twenty-four hours a day for th: eighth year running _ .. those who jump in ro n:Flir br~cl: :.; of the peace along the other frontiers of Israel ___ others ~.-: : .> still stand watch along the fif tccn-yc::r-old truce ·line in K~_sh mir ... and still others who keep t:tbs on the armistice lin•: along the thir ty -cird!th parallel in !~orca. These units of ~pcr:niona l pc:tcckccping m:1chincry y;crc i!: place and in action when we arose thi s morning :;nJ they ' · :1. 



\ . 
there when we go to bed tonight because there was an ternaoc"- or,sanizacion to deal with thre:lts to the peace; cause \Vere esraulishcd rules and procedures for con-·ccing business of peacekeeping; because there was a ty ro e pe~cckceping mission~; and bcc:tuse members tde a\·aibble personnel and cqu.ipmem and transport and ter goods and services. 

3ut the machinery of pe:-tce IS much, much more than ping an une:~sy truce: it is the Security Council and the -icral Assembly and the Secretariat; it is conference m:~-1cry and ,·ming procedures and resolutions and assessIts; it is ,1 mission of inquiry or observat ion-:md a single !i:m moving anonymously from prince meeting co private ring on a concili:uion assignment. :acekeeping 1n:1chincry is organization-plus people and Jrces--designed and operated to sustain a secure world r. 
'hat we have so far is rudimentary--even primitivetinery. It is not as extensive as it should be. It is nor as tile as it should be. It is nor as reli able as it should be. t it is machinery. It has proved co be workable in prac;vhen enough members in practice wanted it to work. ·arly one of the requirements of a workable peace system ;upplement and complement and improve the operationa l keeping m:tehinery of the United Nations. ·nrually we would hope that this machinery wou ld be in rion to seek the 1 eaccful resolution of disputes and inc conflicts-ideally by quiet conciliation-if need be bal confrontation before the bar of world opinion-and · lacing wh:lcever kind of peacekeeping force . position between antagonists-so that no go ichour potential international protection and ton oc · c:tll upon other nations to help protect them redatory neighbors. Tod:iy we recognize that this is not 
:asc of Vietnam is an example. 
l54 the Geneva i\ccords were ratified guaranteeing the dent status of Somh Vietnam. T oday in Vietnam ~dom is endangered by rhe systematic attempt of for:ked sub,·crsives to win control of the country. Today t Southeast Asia can be obtained if the violacors will :ir aggression. 
>olicy is clear. \Y./c will continue co seek a return to Hials of the Geneva 1\ccords of 1954 . We will resist •n. \'\' e will be fait hfu l to a friend. c!..: r:o wider war. \'ifr? seck no dominion . O ur goal in : Asia is today wh:1t it was in 1954-what it was in .1r goal is peace and freedom for the people of 
entia! step for the strengthening of peacekeeping is •lishmcnt of a flexible troop call-up system for •ergencics. The United Nations cannot do its peaceob• if there arc long delays in getting irs forces to zble spots. 
cretary General's request that members maintain ~ired N ations peacekeeping contingents deserves the · all, and I rejoice th:lt some members have already -C , the Scandinavian countries, the Nether-

- ·es ''ill assist in thi s srrcngthening
1

of the ng c .:ity by helping to train and equip conrinhcr nario:1s earmarkeJ for United Nations use-by g these units when necessary-and by paying our :lf the cost of peacekeeping operations. \Y/e hope :lo the s::tme. 
course, the sm:JllC'r countries which stand m the 
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greatest need of inrcrnation1l prorccrion. But the great powers have an equal interest in effective pc:1cekceping nuchinery. · 

For a nation like the United States, the investment in United Nations peacekeeping is one of the bes t we can make. \Y./e do not aspire to any Pax Americana. W!c have no desire co play the. role '?f global gendarme. A !though we shall honor our commitments to assist friendly nations in preserving their freedom, we have no de~ire to interject American troops into explosive local disputes. '/ But disputes do occur; and if host ilities arc to be ended and the peace preserved, there must be some outside force available co intervene. In many cases-though nor in all-a stable professiona l United Nations force can play that role. Therefore both the large powers and the small powers have a common interest-if for different reasons-in effective international peacekeeping machinery. This is why the current impasse in the General Assemblyand the consequen t paralysis in irs ability to rise co an emergency if need be-is to be so deeply rcgrerrcd . I have dwelt briefly thi s evening on but three of the foremost problems of peace-nuclear competition, the gap berwccn rich na tions and poor, and the need for building a world community th rough the United Nations. In this conference you will explore others. 
A year ago" in addressing the United rations, President Johnson stared: "i\ll that we ha,·e built in the wealth of nations, and :1ll that we plan to do toward a better life for all, will be in vain if our feet should slip, or our vi sion falter, and our hopes ended in another world-wide war. If there is one commitment more than any other that I would like co leave with you today, it is my uns-;verving commitment co the keeping and to the srr,engrhening of the peace." Our commitment to strengthening the peace has not weakened. We seek a just and lasti ng peace-a peace that is more than a pause between wars. Dut our knowledge of ourselves tells us that we can expect no sudden epidemic of peace, that we have far to go before the "great.ncss of our institutions" matches the "grandeur of our intentions." The pursuit of peace is ::t gradual process. Peace is too important to be the exclusive concern of the great powers. I t requires the attention of all-small nations and large, old nations and new. The pursuit of peace resembles the building of a great cathedra l. It is the work of generations. In concept it requires a master architect; in execution, the labors of many. • The pursuit of peace requires time-but we must use rime as a tool and not as a couch. We must be prepared co profit from the vision of peace left by great men who came our way. We honor Pope John XX III on this occasion nor because he demonstrated chat perfect peace can be achieved ifl a short time. W/e honor him because he raised our hopes and exalted our vision. 

He realized that the hopes and cxpectat ioflS aroused could not all be satisfied in the immediate future. \Vhat can be accomplished in a limited ti me will always fall short of expectations. 
This should not discourage us. \Vhat is import:mt is that we be prcp:~rcd ro gtve some evidence that progress toward pe:ICe is being m::tdc. that some of the unsolved problems of peace can be met in the future. 
This is the visi on which Pope John left us in his encyclical Pacem in Terris. 
"\Vichout vision the people perish," says the scripture. It is the duty of our generation ro convert this vision of peace into reality. 
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